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Purpose of Report 

The purpose of this report is to seek approval of the Committee to tender for a series of corporate 
publications. 

Backmound 

The public relations section of the Chief Executives Department has been working with 
departments to produce a database of Council services. It is proposed to publish this information, 
in handbook form and make it available via council premises to members of the public, providing 
them with a definitive guide to the Council and the services which it provides. 

The cost of producing such a guide is considerable, thus the possibility of selling advertising space 
to offset the cost of production has been investigated and it would appear that whilst the 
publication could theoretically be self financing considerable space would have to be given over 
to Advertising which would make the publication unwieldy and less accessible to the Public. This 
Publication is seen to be of particular value in terms of public information and the earliest possible 
publication date would be pursued. 

Consideration is also being given to the publication of a Council Area Guide. A number of sales 
contractors have made contact with the Council and have asked about the possibility of other 
revenue raising publications such as a Council Area guide. Such publications if undertaken would 
be an opportunity for the Council to share revenue with the contractors involved since the print 
runs would be relatively small. 

Finally it is intended to produce an Annual Report which, as well as detailing the statutory 
financial information about the counci1,would include considerable departmental input providing 
an opportunity to highlight some of the major achievements of the council during its first year. 

Resources to meet the cost of these publications (where there is any cost to the Council) have been 
identified within the relevant lines of the departmental budget. 



Recommendatio nsl 

It is recommended that the committee agree 

a) that the proposal to Publish an A-Z guide of Council services be approved and that some 
advertising be sought to help offset the cost of the publication 

b) that the possibility of further publications (Council Area Guide) on a publication plus revenue 
basis be pursued 

c) that the publication of the Councils Annual Report be approved 

d) that tenders be sought from companies to progress these matters; and 

e) Otherwise note the contents of the report 

Chief Exebuti e 


